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Data-driven iOS Apps for iPad and iPhone with FileMaker Pro, Bento by FileMaker, and FileMaker GoQue, 2011

	Use FileMaker® technologies to create powerful mobile data apps for iPhone®, iPod® touch, and iPad™


	 


	Apple’s FileMaker technologies make it easy to create powerful, data-driven apps for iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, and any mobile...
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Handbook of Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering: Recent AdvancesWorld Scientific Publishing, 2005

	The Handbook of Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering is the first comprehensive handbook covering these two important areas that have become interwoven in recent years. Many international experts contribute to this Hand book. Each article is written in a way that a practitioner of software engineering and knowledge engineering can...
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Functional Programming: Practice and TheoryAddison Wesley, 1990

	There is more to functional programming than simply programming in a

	functional language. As explained in Section 1.1,1 view functional pro

	gramming as a new programming paradigm, comparable in importance to

	structured programming. As such, it has value as a discipline of thought

	even in the absence of functional programming...
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Samsung Galaxy Tabs For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	A colorful, entertaining, and informative guide to the Samsung Galaxy family of tablets


	Samsung's bestselling Galaxy Tabs may come in multiple sizes, but they all share the wildly popular Android operating system and are packed with tons of top-notch tablet features. This full-color book shows you how...
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Logic Pro X For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2014

	Crank your sound up to X with Apple's premier recording software and Logic Pro X For Dummies!


	Apple's Logic Pro X levels the playing field, making high-quality studio recordings accessible for any musician. It's a professional-level tool with a user-friendly interface and loads of new features to keep you...
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Android Hardware Interfacing with the BeagleBone BlackPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design and implement Android apps that interface with your own custom hardware circuits and the BeagleBone Black


	About This Book

	
		Design custom apps that interact with the outside world via BeagleBone Black
	
		Modify Android to recognize, configure, and communicate with sensors, LEDs, memory,...
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Microsoft  Windows  Administrator's Automation Toolkit (Pro-One-Offs)Microsoft Press, 2005
Welcome to Microsoft® Windows® Administrator’s Automation Toolkit. This book is designed to help you quickly automate over 100 common Windows administrative tasks. In some cases, I show you how to automate tasks using existing tools such as those included with the Windows operating system or those available for download from the Web....
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Nikon D60 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008

	You've decided to upgrade from your old point-and-shoot by purchasing the compact and economical Nikon D60, an SLR model without all the bulk. Now, make the most of your new digital camera by actually learning how to use all those options and settings! Take advantage of external controls and learn how to navigate the camera menus to fully...
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Trust-Based Selling: Finding and Keeping Customers for LifeApress, 2014

	The first year of developing a new sales territory or establishing new customers is a daunting task—especially in dog-eat-dog industries. The traditional advice is to train quickly on products, grab a customer list, start calling for appointments, discover opportunities, and close deals. In...
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QuickTime for the Web: For Windows and Macintosh, Third Edition (QuickTime Developer Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
QuickTime is the industry standard for developing and distributing multimedia content on the Web and CD-ROM, for both Windows and Macintosh computers. Its powerful, extensible software architecture lets you deliver state-of-the-art digital content over the Web or on CD-ROM.

This third edition of the best-selling and award-winning...
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Programming Windows Identity Foundation (Dev - Pro)Microsoft Press, 2010

	A few years ago, I was sitting at a table playing a game of poker with a few colleagues from Microsoft who had all been involved at various times in the development of Web Services Enhancements for Microsoft .NET (WSE). Don Box, Mark Fussell, Kirill Gavrylyuk, and I played the hands while showman extraordinaire Doug Purdy engaged us with...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY MacBook ProVisual, 2014

	Clear instructions to help visual learners get started with their MacBook Pro


	Covering all the essential information you need to get up to speed with your MacBook Pro, this new edition provides you with the most up-to-date information on performing everyday tasks quickly and easily. From basics such as powering on or...
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